Quantitative analysis of the EEG during tonic REM sleep--methodology.
Frequency and amplitude characteristics of the clinical (waking) electroencephalogram (EEG) can be diagnostically useful in neuronal degenerative disorders such as Alzheimer's or other cortical dementias. However, interpretation of the clinical EEG may be limited by many factors, including movement and muscle artifacts and uncontrolled variations along the alert/drowsy continuum. Moreover, the clinical EEG involves subjective judgement by experts whose opinions often differ. In an effort to address these problems, we have developed a computer-automated technology that examines the digitized, all-night sleep EEG for frequency and amplitude characteristics of potential diagnostic relevance to Alzheimer's dementia. Robust time series analysis techniques and a modified power spectral analysis (Z-spectra) are used to suppress artifactual information and to automatically select samples of tonic REM sleep EEG. The spectra (amplitude vs. frequency relationship) of this specific EEG state is then assessed for diagnostically relevant information.